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OBJECTIVES

 Understand the fundamental concepts and problems of adjustment of geodetic measurements and
simple statistical tests.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

 Understand principle of least square method,
 Use mathematical background to solve observable equations and calculate parameters in geodetic
models,
 Analyse the accuracy of parameter estimates

COURSE CONTENT











Adjustment parametric models.
Adjustment conditional model.
Adjustment of vertical and horizontal control networks and conditional parametric model.
The Helmert transformation as a parametric model.
Adjustment polygonal traverse conditional model.
A posteriori statistical test adjustment.
Deformed mathematical models.
The classic global and local tests.
Reliability and sensitivity of the control network.
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Examination:
The two written partial examinations are organized during the semester (two tests related to solving
practical issues). Each practical exam is scored out of a maximum of 25 score points (2*25=50 total
points).
a)
If the student's total scores (a sum of the scores from two practical tests) is 55%, student
access the final theoretical exam. The minimum passing threshold for theoretical exam is 55%, and in
that case the final grade is formed as the arithmetic mean value of the practical and theoretical exams.
b)
If the student's total score (a sum of the scores from two practical tests) is less than 55%, it
is possible to compensate the difference to 55% on the final practical exam. If the student has 55% of
a maximum score, student can access the final theoretical exam. The minimum passing threshold for
theoretical exam is 55%, and in that case the final grade is formed as the arithmetic mean value of the
practical and theoretical exams.
c)
Students who do not achieve the required scores on the previously described examinations,
can access the final exam (practical part 50%, theoretical part 50%) in September. If student has 55
% of score points (practical part) can access the theoretical exam, and if the score is 55% the grade
is formed as the arithmetic mean.
If a student is dissatisfied with an achieved score, the student can access the canceled exam
(practical or theoretical).

